Milk Carton Bird Feeder

Supplies: Milk carton, craft knife, markers/paint, paintbrush, chopstick or bbq stick, bird food, string

Time: 30-40 minutes

How to: First, on two of the sides of the milk carton cut two square boxes that the birds can reach their heads and upper body through, then poke a hole about an inche under the window you just cut out; do the same on the opposite side under the window you cut out. You then have the choice to paint or draw on your milk carton to really have it stand out. Once the paint or maker dries you can now put the chopstick through the 2 holes you cut out, this will be able to provide a place for the bird to stand/sit on. Last, cut one more hole at the top of the milk carton so you can slide rope through and hang it on a tree and then fill it up with bird food and you are ready to go!